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nfpa 30: flammable and combustible liquids code is intended for the safe and effective use of tanks containing flammable or combustible liquids in indoor and outdoor locations. the code includes requirements for storing, handling, disposing, transporting, processing, and
using such liquids. it covers the chemical compositions, physical and transport properties, and other characteristics of such liquids. it also covers the potential hazards associated with such liquids, their containers, and their packaging. nfpa 30: flammable and combustible

liquids code sets forth requirements for storage, handling, transport, processing, and use of flammable or combustible liquids. it also requires the use of adequate, approved means of containment for the storage, handling, and disposal of such liquids. under the new policy,
we will no longer offer access to the pdf format as a choice for new editions of codes and standards, handbooks, or other reference titles. existing pdfs will remain in-market and will still be accessible in our national fire codes subscription service (nfcss). for more information
about the different format options available to access essential code and standard content you need, click here. in the past, nfpa product development teams have had to choose between increasing the content and the information density of their products or maintaining a
static front cover. the new policy will allow us to continue to evolve products with helpful resources while preserving the front cover of our handbooks. please note that this change is only for new editions of nfpa codes and standards, handbooks, and other reference titles.

existing editions of these products will continue to be available in nfpa’s electronic edition products and pdf format, and will be available to purchase via the national fire codes subscription service (nfcss).
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nfpa codes and standards both provide requirements for achieving outcomes. handbooks take a deeper dive, providing the full text of a code or standard as well as expert commentary and features such
as graphics, decision trees, testing procedures, case studies, sample forms and checklists, and other helpful aids to give a better understanding of the reasoning behind the requirements and how to
apply them. under the new policy, we will no longer offer access to the pdf format as a choice for new editions of codes and standards, handbooks, or other reference titles. existing editions of these

products will continue to be available in nfpa’s electronic edition products and pdf format, and will be available to purchase via the national fire codes subscription service (nfcss). the nfpa is committed
to supporting those who volunteer their time and talents to further the goals of the organization. in this case, helping to ensure the highest possible quality in the manual delivery of the nfpa's codes and
standards. in an effort to maintain our high standard for content, and to further enhance our author community, the nfpa is asking all authors to do their best to ensure the majority of their text in their

handbooks are electronic-only. authors should strive to eliminate the need for supplemental printed documentation of their handbooks. remember, when reading handbooks, you should be able to do so
on an e-reader or on a desk-top computer. content on a tablet is not acceptable. do we expect all handbooks to be electronic-only? no. we are asking authors to be pro-active in their efforts to comply

with this new policy. each handbook’s content will be reviewed during the year following implementation. please allow time to prepare for this change and make the necessary adjustments to your
handbook to ensure compliance. 5ec8ef588b
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